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Peach Varieties for Oregon
Q UENTIN B. ZIELINsKI, W. A. SISTRUNK, and W. M. MELLENTHIN

This bulletin is primarily a varietal
guide for the commercial fruit grower.
Where peaches can be grown success-
fully and economically, the choice of
a satisfactory variety or varieties is a
major problem. When consumers or
processors of fruit no longer will buy
a variety, no amount of cultural skill
or publicity can make it a profitable
one to grow. Consumer and market
demands are continually changing, and
the tempo of change is faster today
than formerly. Wholesale fresh fruit
markets and the processing industry
demand a peach that has size and
color, and above everything else one
that can withstand present methods of
handling. Some varieties do not even
approach their best edible condition
unless they remain on the tree until
almost ripe. Such varieties are unlikely
to be suitable for the commercial trade,
but they may be excellent for local
fresh markets.

Some home canners of peaches pre-
fer a peach with considerable red color
in the flesh about the pit. The flesh of
such varieties, however, is likely to
assume a purplish red or a brownish
red shade after being canned. Com-
mercial canners do not want such va-
rieties, and some home canners also
object to their color. Other home can-
ners value looseness of the pit and ease
of removal of the skin unduly but
ignore other important considerations
such as flesh color, flavor, texture, and
processed yield.

It is most unlikely that any one or
two peach varieties from the fruit
standpoint alone will please all con-

sumers or even be adapted to all uses
or demands. Some fruit handlers
would like to call every peach Etberta,
even the white-fleshed ones, and some
now do this since it helps make a sale.
Such a policy, however, ultimately
stifles consumer interest.

Ideal Peach Variety Characteristics

Superior tree qualities. Tree qual-
ities of a variety are as important and
perhaps more so than fruit qualities.
If an excellent fruit is produced on a
tree that lacks hardiness, vigor, and
productiveness, its fruit quality will
not save it from commercial discard.

The J. H. Hale peach is a good com-
mercial variety in a region such as the
Medford area and The Dalles, where
the environment is favorable for the
tree, but it has a relatively narrow
range of adaptability to other areas.

Freestone fruit. The slightest tend-
ency to cling at the pit is not accept-
able in varieties ripening later than
Reahavena defect which might limit
plantings of Triogem. Peaches that are
"clingy" must be eaten from the out-
side in and hence are not favored. The
economical housewife and commercial
processor regret the wastage and
ragged appearance of flesh adhering to
pits.

Yellow flesh. Most consumers pre-
fer a yellow-fleshed peach, probably
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not so much on account of flavor as
because of eye appeal after canning.
There may be, however, a limited po-
tential market for a good white peach
of medium size and firmness for eat-
ing out of hand and pickling.

Freedom from split pits. The
problem of split pits is often trouble-
some with most of the early varieties
of peaches ripening with or before
Redhaven. In some early varieties,
such as Early East, Starking Delicious,
Merrill June, Maygold, and Merrill
Beauty, 50% or more of the fruit will
produce split pits; usually these must
be sold separately at reduced prices
or not at all. Varieties ripening after
Redhaven should not have more than
2 to 3% of split pits and preferably
none at all. The split pit condition is
also associated with large fruit size in
some varieties.

Good shipping quality. It is of
primary importance that commercial
varieties be rather tough-skinned and
firm in texture when prime-ripe to
withstand rough handling and still
reach the consumer in good condition.
A good shipping variety is one that
can be picked when firm-ripe and that
continues to ripen uniformily and is
of good quality and flavor when it
reaches the consumer.

Favorable time of ripening. Com-
mercial and home canning and freez-
ing are definitely seasonal. The most
popular time for canning peaches is
the week or 10 days prior to Septem-
ber 1. Varieties ripening during this
period will probably prove most profit-
able.

Right size of fruit. Many handlers
and processors of peaches have become
wary of oversized peaches. Medium-
sized fruits, about 2 to 2" in diameter,
will not bruise as easily as larger ones,
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and will make a more uniform ap-
pearing product. Although size within
the variety can be controlled somewhat
by the grower, it is important that
the variety be characteristically of
proper size. An exception is J. H. Hale
for the frest market; here large size
commands a premium.

Good fruit shape or form. Peaches
should be uniformly round or oval,
not irregular or slab-sided like the
Golden Jubilee and some Redhavens.
Prominent tips and sutures are ob-
jectionable since they ripen earlier
than the rest of the fruit and bruise
easily.

Bright skin color. Mature peaches
should be beautiful. The ideal peach is
neither too solidly red nor too yellow
and its colors are bright and lively.
A light soft pubescence should be as-
sociated with the color. These char-
acteristics greatly add to sales appeal.

Excellent fruit flavor. To the
average person almost any fully ripe
peach is tasty and delicious. Those
who critically evaluate varieties know
that there are decided differences in
eating qualities among varieties. Some
are just juicy and sugary, while others
are aromatic and have a real peach
flavor.

Self fertile flowers. Though most
varieties are self-fruitful, there are
notable exceptions, including J. H.
Hale and Alamar. Unless there are
special markets for such varieties,
growers should not be additionally
handicapped with any variety that will
not self-pollinate.

Small size of pit. A small seed is
obviously desirable as it is normally
discarded. The ratio of fruit weight to
pit weight varies significantly among
varieties. VVithin varieties size of pit



does not vary correspondingly with
size of fruit.

Fine texture of flesh. A peach of
closely knit, fine fibers is desirable. It
does not bruise or break down easily.
Fine-textured fruits (such as J. H.
Hale and Alamar) are heavier and re-
tain their form better after canning
than Rochester and other less fine-
textured varieties. They also have
better appearance and clearer juice and
are more free of small pieces and other
solids in the liquid.

Smooth skin. A fuzzy peach is
unpleasant to eat out of hand and lacks
lustre. Even brushing machines can-
not compensate for short soft fuzz
on the peaches when they are picked.
Most new varieties are nearly fuzzless
and are more attractive than the older
ones.

Resistance to rot, leaf curl, and
blight. Several varieties now rapidly
passing out of production were very
susceptible to one or more of these
troubles. New varieties must be mod-
erately tolerant if they are to be suc-
cessful commercially.

Moderate duration of harvest
season. Growers prefer varieties with
a moderately short picking season. A
new variety should be picked readily in
two and not more than three pickings.
Varieties whose fruits ripen almost
simultaneously, such as Golden Jubilee,
are difficult to harvest and market.

Fruit that hangs well on the tree.
To the peach grower fruit that does
not hang well on the tree is most dis-
couraging. Some varieties may ripen
and drop during high temperatures
within 24 hours. Some are sensitive
also to wind and falltoo readily. Such
fruit is often lost or must be sold below
production cost. Some varieties, such

as Elberta, July Elberta, and Red-
haven, adhere particularly well for
many days after they are fully ripe.

Ease of scalding and peeling
fruit. Some varieties, such as Red-
haven, are tight-skinned and are diffi-
cult to peel cleanly and smoothly after
scalding. Other varieties, such as
Slappey, Improved Elberta, and Ala-
mar, peel readily and easily.

Nonbrowning flesh. Certain new
varieties are particularly well adapted
for freezing since the flesh has a non-
browning characteristic after thawing.
Such varieties include Redhaven, Dixi-
gem, Sunhigh, Richhaven, and Sun-
haven.

Good storage life. A peach having
good shipping quality and shelf life
will probably be a good "keeper" and
also hold up well in cold storage. Most
peaches lose both flavor and bright
color during storage. Therefore, it is
important to start with a variety that
possesses a distinct peach flavor and a
bright glossy color.

A good name. A good name is es-
sential and more important than is
generally realized. A variety with an
outlandish hard-to-remember name,
such as Piotet, Mordia, Deberard, Im-
ported, Prini ew, Monster, Mortgage
Lifter, or Massaset, is unfairly jeop-
ardized at birth. A name should be
selected that is short, "catchy," and
easily remembered, with the primary
view of an appeal to the public rather
than the producer. Certain commercial
handlers and processors in promoting
sales appeal have found it necessary to
rename certain varieties having unap-
pealing names. Such renaming is re-

grettable, but it often determines com-
mercial success.

In this bulletin varieties are listed
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according to their time of ripening,
commencing with those which ripen
first. Since seasonal conditions and
geographical factors affect the time
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Standard Commercial Varieties

The following varieties are recom-
mended for general commercial plant-
ing in Oregon:

Weeks earlier than
Variety Elberta

Cardinal. This is presently the best
very early variety with commercial
quality. It is yellow fleshed, clingstone,
medium to large, attractive, bright red,
and of excellent quality. It ripens
July 20-25, about 6 weeks before
Elberta and about 14 days before Red-
haven. It is for the early market basket
trade where eye-appeal and early sea-
son are important. (See page 9.)

Redhaven. This variety has been
widely planted for the early fresh fruit
market. It .ripens about August 5-10.
It is yellow fleshed, fine textured,
medium to large, and beautifully col-
ored. It has high dessert quality and
has been very productive. Fruits must
be thinned early and heavily to develop

of ripening, such dates for Corvallis
often do not apply in other regions.
Maturity comparisons are made with
standard well-known varieties.

RED HAVEN

2k-inch size. Redhaven trees need
heavy pruning to obtain the best de-
velopment of fruit color.

Triogem. This is a mid-season 'a-
riety that ripens 3 weeks before El-
berta. The fruit is round, firm, fine
textured, and freestone. It is above
average in quality as a fresh, canned,

Cardinal 5-6
Redhaven 4-5
Triogem 3

July Elberta 2
Early Elberta I

(Gleason strain) CARDINAL

Weeks after
Variety Early Elberta

J. H. Hale 1

Alamar 12



or frozen product in comparison with
other well-tested mid-season peaches.
The fruit handles well and is preferred
over most other varieties for this rea-
son and because of its productiveness
and ability to set fruit. Fruit size tends
to be small and it requires good thin-
ning practices.

TRIOGEM

JULY ELBERTA

July Elberta. This variety has been
thoroughly tested commercially and
has been well accepted as one of the
leading varieties. The tree is vigorous,
hardy, and very productive. The fruits
are large, firm, and uniform. It has
lost some favor because of its tendency
to develop a dark dull skin color,
sringv flesh, and fairly thick pubes-

cence in some seasons. It is still pre-
ferred over other varieties in its sea-
son because of productiveness, ability
to set fruit, and desirable tree charac-
teristics. It ripens about August 15-20.

Early Elberta (Gleason strain).
This variety has nearly replaced the
standard Elberta during the past 15
years in all new plantings. It is a large,
yellow-fleshed freestone that ripens 4
to 7 days before Elberta. It differs
from Elberta in that it is a roundish
peach with brighter internal and ex-
ternal color and a milder more pleasing
flavor. It is one of the best freezing
and canning varieties. Trees are vig-
orous and productive, but fruit buds
are not frost hardy. It has proven to
be of higher quality than Sullivan's
Early Elberta, and it usually colors
better and is more attractive.

J. H. Hale. This is a more limited
commercial type that has succeeded
especially well in the Rogue River
Valley near Med ford, around Rose-
burg, The Dalles, and Milton-Free-
water. The trees are not vigorous and
grow best in warm areas on deep rich
soil. J. H. Hale requires cross-pollina-
tion. Fruits are large if well thinned,
very attractive, usually well colored,
but sometimes irregular in shape. The
flesh is yellow, freestone, very fine
textured, and excellent in quality.
Fruits when grown to the larger sizes
may have split pits and some rough-
ness on the suture line. Because of
firmness, large size, high quality, and
attractive appearance, this variety has
become very popular for gift packs.

Alamar (Pat. No. 930). This is a
newer addition to the commercial
peach list. In the Rogue River area
it is supplementing the J. H. Hale va-
riety and may in part replace it in the
future. The tree is vigorous and pro-
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EARLY ELBERTA

ductive. The fruit season is 5 to 6 days
after J. H. Hale, but it can be picked
earlier because of its high red coloring.
Fruits are large, usually well colored,
and very uniform in shape. The flesh
is yellow, free, firm, and of excellent

Collins. This is a complex hybrid
originated by the New Jersey Experi-
ment Station and introduced in 1959.
The tree is vigorous and very produc-
tive and must be thinned early and well
to produce good-sized fruit. Collins is
a yellow-fleshed peach, firm, cling-
stone, and of good quality. It ripens
about July 15. It is almost entirely
covered with a bright, attractive red
over-color with very short pubescence.
It seems to be rather free of split pits
in tests to date. Collins is one of the
distinctly early varieties, ripening a
week before Cardinal and is for the
fresh market only.

Earlired. This variety is a 1960
USDA introduction, originating as a
complex cross of Redhaven, Hale-
haven, and Oriole. Earlired is one of

S

J. H. HALE

quality. Alamar is not subject to split
pits and is better colored than J. H.
Hale. It is pollen sterile. This variety
has become popular because of fruit
size, attractiveness, firmness, and time
of ripening. (See page 22.)

Promising New Varieties for Oregon

COLLINS

the very early ripening varieties, usu-
ally ready for harvest 2 to 5 days be-
fore Cardinal and 2 weeks before Red-
haven, or about July 16 at Corvallis.
Trees are vigorous and dependable in
production tests at this time. Fruit is



EARLIRED

round and medium sized and has a
very thin, light pubescence. Much of
the surface area is covered with a
bright, attractive red blush over a yel-
low ground color. Like Redhaven this
variety requires early and heavy thin-
ning for best size. The flesh is yellow,
firm but melting, medium in texture,
and of good flavor. It is a clingstone
type when picked firm and a semi-
freestone when in the soft tree-ripe
stage. Earlired is recommended for
trial as a local market or shipping va-
riety only.

Redcap. This variety was originated
by J. H. Weinberger (USDA) in 1952
at Fort Valley, Georgia, from a cross
of Southland and Dixired. The fruit is
medium sized, round, and ripens one
or two days earlier than Dixired. The
fruit is yellow-fleshed, clingstone, firm
with a melting texture, and a good dis-
tinct peach flavor. About one-half of
the skin area is covered with -a bright,
attractive, red blush. In many respects
this variety resembles Dixired but
tends to have slightly larger fruit. The
tree is moderately vigorous, and
spreading at Corvallis, and fairly con-
sistent in productivity. The flowers are
small-petaled and self-fruitful. Redcap
seems slightly superior to Dixired in

REDCAP

its better fruit sizing and better color
with less tendency to overcolor and
darken. In Oregon it has been moder-
ately susceptible, like Dixired, to the
weakness of pit splitting. This variety
is suited only for the local fresh fruit
market or for shipping.

Dixired. This fine early ripening
peach was originated at Fort Valley,
Georgia, by J .H. Weinberger (US
DA). It is an attractive, highly col-
ored yellow-fleshed cling with good size
when well thinned. The flesh is firm,
and the flavor is very good. Dixired
ripens 6 weeks ahead of Elberta and 2
weeks earlier than Redhaven. The fruit
is usually medium-sized, round with
nearly equal halves and with a very thin
pubescence. The skin is entirely cov-
ered with an attractive bright red blush.
The tree is moderately vigorous, pro-
ductive, and moderately upright in
growth habit. The fruit attains high
color several days before it is mature.
Fruit color develops well even in
shaded portions of the tree. In some
seasons it develops more split-pits
than desired, but this tendency is
highly variable from year to year. Fruit
is unusually firm for an early variety
of this season and appears to be suit-
able for both local markets and ship-



ping. In areas of high light intensity,
Dixired tends to become too darkly
colored when mature and hence loses
some of its attractiveness.

Cardinal. This is a USDA intro-
duction derived from a self ed Hale-
haven. It is one of the very early
ripening varieties, maturing about 6
weeks before Elberta, 4 to 5 days be-
fore Dixired, or about July 22 at Cor-
vallis. Cardinal produces medium-sized
round fruit with a very attractive,
bright red blush over most of the fruit.
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Trees are productive and moderately
vigorous. Flesh is yellow, firm but
melting, of stringy to medium texture,
and with a good flavor. About one-
fifth of the fruits show split pits, as
do many other early varieties. It is for
the early market basket trade where
eye-appeal and early season are im-
portant. It resembles Dixired in fruit
and tree habits but is four days earlier
in ripening.

Tulip. This variety was originated
by the Missouri Fruit Experiment Sta-
tion in 1947 as an open-pollinated seed-

ling of Sunbeam. It ripens at the same
time as Dixired and Redcap; 6 weeks
earlier than Elberta. The fruit is me-
dium in size, round, and short fuzzed,
with good red color even before pick-
ing time. Flesh is yellow, firm, fine
textured, with a good to better flavor,
and freestone. The tree is upright
growing, vigorous, and extremely pro-
ductive. Like Redhaven, it must be
well thinned in order to get large-sized
fruits. In tests the fruit processed
poorly, tended to be clingstone and
soft-fleshed, but was free of split pits.

Flavor of the processed fruit is good,
although other quality factors rate low.

Royalvee. This peach originated
from a cross of Halehaven x Vedetta
and Veteran made in 1946 at the Vine-
land Station, Ontario, Canada. It
ripens in the Sunhaven season about
one week before Redhavenabout
July 26th. Royalvee trees are vigorous,
hardy, and very productive.

Like Veteran, the trees require heavy
thinning in most seasons. The bloom
is large and showy, similar to Vet-
eran, and the leaves have promi-
nent kidney-shaped glands. One of the

DIXIRED TULIP



outstanding characteristics of this new
variety is its hardiness in bud and
ability to set fruit under adverse con-
ditions. It is self-fruitful. Fruit is
medium-sized and of a bright over-all
red. Flesh is bright yellow, semi-free-
stone, fairly firm, slow oxidizing, and
good in quality. The fruit handles
ideally during processing. It is free of
split pits and peels well. Flesh is me-
dium in texture and firm when proc-
essed. The flavor is distinctive, al-
though it is not liked as well when
frozen as when canned.

Sunhaven. This new Michigan
peach is for the very early season. It
matures about 10 days before Red-
haven. It is derived from a complex
cross involving Redhaven, j. H. Hale,
and Halehaven. The trees are large,
vigorous, upright, productive, and
hardy. Fruits are usually large in size,
nearly round, and very uniform in
both size and shape. Skin color is
much like Redhaven, though not so
well colored, and very attractive with
about one-third of the fruit area show-
ing a bright yellow ground color. The
pubescence is so short and soft as to
be almost unnoticeable. For such an

early maturing variety, the fruits
handle and keep well. Sunhaven shows
a definite weakness toward split pits,
particularly if the crop is light or has
been over-thinned. It probably will
supersede Early East which is no-
toriously weak for split pits. The pits
are semi-cling. Fresh flavor, and tex-
ture are good.

Shinn's Delicious. This variety
originated in Arkansas as an early
ripening bud sport of July Elberta.
The tree is moderately vigorous, very
productive, and rather spreading. Fruit

is medium in size with a very attrac-
tive over-all red blush. Flesh is yellow,
moderate in texture, fully freestone,
and high in pleasant flavor. It ripens
just before Dixigem or about 5 weeks,
before Elberta. The fruit is moderately
soft and needs proper thinning. to ob-
tain good commercial size.

Ten years of testing indicate that
Shinn's Delicious is a dependable va-
riety and that it is firmer and higher
in fresh fruit quality than Starking
Delicious. However, it does not size
as well as the latter variety. The fruit
processes satisfactorily with only a
slight tendency for split pits. It rates
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high for canning and freezing. The
reddish color in the flesh makes it
attractive as a frozen peach. The tex-
ture is fine to medium and the flavor
is distinctive.

Dixigem. This USDA variety orig-
inated as a cross of Dewey x St. John
x Southhaven. It ripens about 4
weeks before Elberta with such va-
rieties as Jerseyland and Coronet. The
tree is moderately vigorous and very
productive. Dixigern is medium- to
large-sized, yellow fleshed, with fine
light pubescence. It is a semi-cling
type, but (like Redhaven) in most
years the flesh separates from the stone
easily when fully tree-ripe. It is prone
to have a fairly heavy incidence of
split pits, ranging from 5 to 35%. Its
dessert quality is high. One of the out-
standing characteristics of Dixigem is
its nonbrowning flesh. This variety re-
quires thinning to get large commercial
sizes.

Dixigem is recommended as an
early basket peach for the local market.
Because of the prominence of Red-
haven, this variety has often been
overlooked as an alternate to it. It is
productive, relatively hardy, and has
a relatively uniform ripening season.
This variety 'handles easily during
processing except for split pits. The
flesh tends to be slightly ragged but
otherwise the flavor, color, and texture
of the canned and frozen peaches are
very good.

Coronet. Coronet originated in the
progeny of a cross between a seedling
of Halehaveri x selfed Dixigem and
was introduced in 1953 by the USDA.
It ripens 2 or 3 days earlier than Dixi-
gem, that is, about August 5 at Cor-
rallis This is about 4 days earlier than
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SHINN'S DELICIOUS

DIXIGEM

Redhaven. Trees are very vigorous,
usually upright growing, and consis-
tently productive. Coronet's fruit is
medium-sized and nearly round and
with a very light and very soft pubes-
cence. A bright, attractive blush over a
yellow ground color covers nearly all
of the surface. The flesh is yellow,
firm, smooth-textured, and with a
pleasant mild flavor. It sometimes
clings at the pit when not soft-ripe,
but it is essentially freestone when
fully ripe, similar in this respect to
Redhaven and Dixigem. It also tends
to soften a little on the apex, like Red-
haven, and can be attacked by certain



CORONET

SPOTLIGHT

sucking insects. Present indications
are that it may lack bud hardiness at
510 F. The fruit processes well. A
small percentage of pits split. Prepared
fruit does not darken during holding.
Coronet rates high for freezing and
canning.

Spotlight. This variety is from a
cross of Veteran x Rochester and
originated at the Research Station,
Summerland, B. C. It was introduced
in 1946 because of its tree and bud
hardiness and firmness of fruit for an
early variety. The tree is vigorous and
tends to grow more upright than Red-

haven. The variety bears heavily and
requires moderately heavy thinning in
the Willamette Valley. Spotlight ma-
tures about August 9, a week earlier
than Rochester and about 2 days after
Redhaven. The fruit is medium to
large and roundish. When mature the
skin color is predominantly orange-
yellow splashed with attractive red.
The flesh is yellow, firm, and satis-
factory in quality. Like Rochester, it
tends to be semi-freestone when har-
vested for commercial handling.

Since Spotlight ripens in the Red-
haven season, it is well to compare the
two varieties. The fruit of Redhaven
is colored a much higher red, though
Spotlight is still very attractive. Red-
haven is slightly the firmer of the two
varieties and is more dependable in
production. In some seasons some
Redhaven fruits tend to be slab-sided,
whereas Spotlight fruits do not. Spot-
light apears promising, particularly for
firmness and bud hardiness. Spotlight
is seldom troubled with split pits. Fruit
handled easily during processing except
for slight clinging of pits; however,
pits did not split. This variety is of
excellent quality when canned and
frozen. It has a smooth, fine firm tex-
ture that does not show raggedness
after processing. The color is bright,
pieces are glossy, and the flavor is
satisfactory.

Redhaven. This is a cross of Hale-
haven x Kaihaven originated at the
Michigan Experiment Station and in-
troduced in 1940. Redhaven ripens
about 4 weeks before Elberta, that is,
about August 7-8 at Corvallis. It
is now well-recognized commercially.
Trees have been healthy, vigorous, and
productive, and they bear well when
young. Fruit is usually only medium
in size unless heavily thinned. It is
outstandingly attractive with an almost
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RANGER

over-all heavily blushed, bright red
color. The pubescence is short and soft
and hence the fruit is much more at-
tractive than Rochester-type peaches.
It has a moderate amount of red color
around the pit which extends slightly
into the flesh. The flesh turns brown
from oxidation less readily than most
varieties. It is serni-freestone but
nearly free when tree ripenedmore
free than Rochester. The sutures on
Redhaven fruit are sometimes soft
when ripe; the apex also softens be-
fore the remainder of the fruit.

The most outstanding characteristics
of Redhaven are its firmness, uniform
maturity, and attractive color. It is
classed as a freestone, but it nearly
always clings too much to be used for
commercial canning and freezing. It
ripens the same time as Dixigem and
has a long ripening period; the ripen-
ing period of the two varieties will
overlap. It should be grown on better
than average peach soils to attain best
quality and size. This variety processes
ideally except for clinging of pits. The
flavor, color, and texture of the canned
and frozen peaches rate equal to the
best processing varieties of freestone
peaches. The red color around pits
possibly could cause some difficulty in
canned peaches.

Ranger. This variety originated as
a self ed seedling of Raritan Rose by
the USDA and was introduced in
1952. It ripens about the same time as
Golden Jubilee and about 5 days after
Redhaven. The tree is vigorous and
productive. Fruit is medium-large to
large, almost round, highly colored,
and blushed a bright red over most
of the peach. It is not as attractive as
Redhaven. It is a freestone type with
yellow, medium-firm, medium-textured
flesh of a good flavor. Ranger is a

particularly fine fresh peach and should

WASHINGTON

replace Golden Jubilee, Golden East,
and Sunbeam. It is primarily a fresh
market variety following 2 to 3 days
after Redhaven but better adapted to
processing. It sets heavy crops of
flower buds and may be frost-resistant.
In some seasons many pits split, though
this varies from season to season. It
has advantages over most other va-
rieties in this season in firmness of
flesh, uniformity of ripening, and fine-
ness of texture. This variety handles
ideally during processing except for
split pits. The yellow-orange flesh
tends to dull in color when frozen. It
is medium textured and firm when
processed.



KEYSTONE

Washington. This variety is a 1958
introduction from the Virginia Exper-
iment Station. It possesses outstanding
frost-escaping ability. Fruit ripens
about 3 weeks before Elberta or about
August 8 at Corvallis. The tree grows
vigorously in the nursery and in the
orchard. Fruits are round-ovate, above
average in size, and colored an attrac-
tive, bright red over three-fourths of
their surface. The flesh is a bright
orange yellow with bright red color
around the pit. It is fully freestone.
The flesh is medium to fine in texture
and very firm for a freestone peach.
Fruits ripen uniformly and hang well
on the tree when ripe. This variety is
too new to be thoroughly evaluated,
but its principal merits are its frost
hardiness and ability to set fruit under
prolonged cold moist conditions in
western Oregon.

Keystone. This 1954 introduction
by the USDA originated from the
cross Newday x Southland. It ripens
about August 10, 7 to 10 clays after
Redhaven. The tree has been vigorous
and very productive in tests so far.
Fruit is large and round and has an
inconspicuous pubescence. The skin
has a moderately bright, attractive red
blush covering most of the fruit. The

flesh is yellow, firm, smooth-textured,
and appealingly flavored. The fruit
handles well during processing, is
highly flavored, and is a good variety
for frozen packs. It has not been tested
in canned packs.

Redtop. This new peach, released
by the USDA, originated as a cross be-
tween Sunhigh and an open-pollinated
seedling of July Elberta. It is in pre-
liminary stages of evaluation at Cor-
vallis but appears to be vigorous and
productive. It makes a well-formed
tree. Fruit of Redtop ripens between

REDTOP

Coronet and Redglobe or about August
12. It is a freestone peach with yellow
flesh of high quality. It is not quite
as large as Redgiobe. Fruits are round,
resembling J. H. Hale, with a very
slightly pointed apex and light pubes-
cence. Redtop has an attractive red
blush over most of the skin surface.

Redgiobe. This variety is a new
one introduced by the USDA in 1954.
It originated as a complex cross be-
tween Admiral Dewey, St. John, and
Fireglow. Trees are productive, up-
right, and vigorous. Redgiobe ripens
with July Elberta or about 15 days
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t.e

.11

July 9-10
July 10-14

July 15-17

July 18-19

July 20-21

July 22-23,

July 24-25

July 26-27

July 28-30

August 1-2

August 3-4

August 5-6

August 7-8

GUIDE FOR SELECTION OF PEACH VARIETIES

Springtime
Mayflower
Redwin
Collins
Earlired
Sunrise
Admiral Dewey
Cherryred
Blazing Gold
Arp Beauty
Cardinal
Hilancl
Maygold
Early East
Somervee
Merrill Gem
Gold Dust
Dixired
Tulip
Merrill June
Royalvee
Erly Red-Fre
Sunhaven
Royal June
Redcap
Starking Delicious
Merrill Beauty
J erseyland
Shinn's Delicious
Raritan Rose
Dixigeni
Nectar
Goldgem
Coronet
Spotlight
Oriole
Golden Jubilee
Redhavea
Sunbeam
Comanc'lie

Flesh color

All white
All white

Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
All yellow

Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
White
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
White
Yellow
White
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow

All fresh
All fresh

All fresh

All fresh

All fresh

All fresh

Fresh
Fresh
Fresh, can
Fresh
Fresh
Fresh
Fresh
Fresh
Fresh
Fresh
Fresh, can, freeze
Fresh
Fresh, can, freeze
Fresh
Fresh
Fresh, can, freeze
Fresh, can, freeze
Fresh
Ft sh

:esh, can, freeze
F resh
Fresh

Best use

Average
ripening date
at Corvallis Variety

Ranger
Prairie Daybreak

August 9-10 Early Halehaven
Fairhaven
Newday
Washington

August 11-12 Keystone
Triogem
Halehaven
Redtop

August 13-14 Southhaven
Rochester
Redglobe
Redgold

August 15-16 Western Pride
Vedette
Southland
July Elberta

August 17-18 Sunhigh
Eclipse
Ideal
Valiant
Slappey

August 19 20 Halehaven
Suncrest
Goldeneast
Summerqueen
Loring

A igust 21-22 Surnrnercrest
Veteran
Richhaven

August 23-24 Redelberta
Larlihale
Viceroy
SatL rn

wgust 25-26 Solo
Herbr ale
Sullivan's Early

Elber a

Flesh color

Yellow
Yellow

Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow

Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow

Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow

Yellow
Yellow
Yellow

Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow

Yellow
Yellow

Ye "ow

Best use

Fresh, can, freeze
Fresh
Fresh
Fresh, freeze
Fresh
Fresh
Fresh, freeze
Fresh, can, freeze
Fresh
Fresh
Fresh
Fresh
Fresh, can, freeze
Fresh
Fresh
Fresh
Fresh, can, freeze
Fresh, can, freeze
Fresh, can, freeze
Fresh, can, freeze
Fresh
Fresh
Fresh, can
Fresh
Fresh
Fresh
Fresh
Fresh
Fresh, can
Fresh
Fresh, can, freeze
Fresh, can
Fresh
Fresh
Fresh
Fresh, can, freeze
Fresh

Fresh, n, freeze
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Variety

Average
ripening date
at Corvallis



Average
ripening date
at Corvallis

August 27-28

August 29-30

August 31-1

September 2-4

September 5-6

September 7-10

September 11-12

September 13-15

September 16-20

September 20-25
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Selection Guide (Continued)

Variety

Redcrest
Brewster
Early Elberta
Blake
Prairie Clipper
Ambergem
Sungold

Elberta
Hale Harrison

Brilliant
Redskin
Jefferson
Merrill 49'er
J. H. Hale
Fay Elberta
Halberta Giant
Prairie Rambler
Gage Elberta
A Lamar

Rio Oso Gem
Sunapee
Afterglow

Stark Late Gold
Red Gold Giant
Laterose
Frank (Cling)
Lizzie

Shotz Late Hale
Fallate
Constitution
Honeygem

Muir
Augbert
Late Elberta
Autumn

Fros tq ueen
Salway
Indian Blood Cling

October Krummel

Flesh color

Yellow
Yellow
Yellow

Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow

Yellow

Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow

Yellow
Yellow
YellOw
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow

Yellow
Yellow
Yellow

Yellow
Yellow
White
Yellow
Yellow

Yellow
White
Yellow
Yellow

Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow

White
Yellow
Red

Yellow

Best use

Fresh
Fresh
Fresh, can, freeze
Fresh, can, freeze
Fresh
Pickling, can
Fresh

Fresh, can, freeze

Fresh, can, freeze
Fresh
Fresh
Fresh

Fresh, can, freeze
Fresh, can, freeze
Fresh, can, freeze
Fresh
Fresh, can
Fresh, can, freeze
Fresh
Fresh
Fresh
Fresh
Fresh
Fresh
Fresh, can
Fresh

All fresh

All fresh

All fresh

Fresh
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before Elberta. The tree is moderately
vigorous and very productive. It is a
medium to large peach, bright and at-
tractively red in color. The flesh is
moderately firm and of fine texture,
and it rates as good in flavor. Its most
outstanding characteristics are its high
skin color and its firm flesh. It should
be most valuable where these two traits
are difficult to obtain or are especially
desirable. It handles well as a fresh
fruit and should ship very satisfac-
torily. There is some evidence now that
it is flower-bud tender and will set a
light crop under adverse pollinating
conditions. Pits are easily removed
during handling with only an oc-
casional split pit. The quality of frozen
as well as canned peaches is very good.

Southland. This variety is a su-
perior new variety introduced by the
USDA. It ripens about 2 weeks before
Elberta. Continued testing indicates it
to be a promising variety. The tree
is vigorous, upright, and productive.
The peach is attractive, round, yellow
freestone, and medium to large sized.
The flesh is firm and slow to soften.
This variety has many fine merits,
but it ripens at the same time as July
Elberta, Halehaven, Triogem, and Sun-
high. It is doubtful if it is superior
to them. It has been slightly unproduc-
tive in seasons that were cold and wet

during blossoming time, similar in this
respect to varieties such as Elberta,
J. H. hale, Halehaven, and Redhaven.
However, because of its quality, South-
land appears to be a very good substi-
tute for Halehaven and an alternate
for July Elberta.

Sunhigh. This variety originated at
the New Jersey Experiment Station
and was commercially introduced in
1938 as a cross of J. H. Hale x N. J.
40. The tree is vigorous and produc-
tive. It is a large, firm, red-blushed
yellow peach. It ripens 2 weeks before

0

SOUTHLAND

Elberta and in the July Elberta sea-
son. Flesh is attractive, fine-textured,
yellow, usually free and firm, with
slightly tight pits. The buds are hardy
to low winter temperatures. Its princi-
pal merits are firmness, size, and at-
tractiveness of fruit. Over the past 12
years it has produced well and con-
sistently at Corvallis. It is a dual pur-
pose variety but slightly too fibrous
around the pit for the best quality
canning peach. Sunhigh is satis-
factory for processing, handles easily,
does not discolor, and pits do not split.
Processed quality is good when canned,
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but this variety is slightly light in
color for a high quality frozen peach.

Suncrest. This variety is a cross
of Alamar and Gold Dust and was
formally introduced by the USDA in
1959. Trees of Suncrest are vigorous
and productive; in early tests they
appear to require substantial fruit
thinning. Suncrest ripens about 7 to
8 days earlier than regular Elberta
and after Redglobe, July Elberta, and
Sunhigh. The fruit is mostly yellow
with an attractive red blush. It is large,
round, freestone, and very lightly
pubescent. Flesh is yellow, firm but
melting, and of good texture and
flavor. The future of this excellent
variety in Oregon is optomistic. It
follows well-known and highly accept-
able varieties, such as July Elberta,
Southland, and Sunhigh, by at least a
week and appears to be a better peach
in preliminary trials.

Richhaven. This variety originated
as a complex hybrid involving Red-
haven, J. H. Hale, and Halehaven par-
entage at the Michigan Experiment
Station in 1955. It was introduced as a
replacement for the older Halehaven,
which was losing favor due to softness
and lack of a bright red color. The sea-
son of Richhaven is about 14 days be-
fore Elberta. Fruits are medium to
large, nearly round, and uniform in
shape. The skin color is even a brighter
red than Redhaven on the side exposed
to the sun, with stripes of red and gold
on the reverse side. The pubescence is
so short and soft as to be nearly Un-
noticeable. The skin is moderately thick
and tough; consequently, the fruits
handle well. Flesh is clear yellow with
some red color near the pit. It is me-
dium in texture and resistant to brown-
ing. Richhaven is fully freestone even
when the fruit is firm ripe. In tests the
fruit handled ideally in processing but
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SATURN

SOLO

BLAKE

was coarse in texture. The prominent
peach flavor and texture did not hold
up during processing. Processed fruit
was dull and soft. Stones removed
easily and tended to split.

Saturn. This is a new complex hy-
brid introduced by the Armstrong
Nursery in California in 1955. It is a
dual-purpose varietyfor its rosy pink
double flowers and for the yellow-
fleshed fruit which matures about a
week after July Elberta. The tree is
vigorous and productive. The predom-
inantly yellow colored fruit is some-
what soft and medium-to-large in size.
It should be considered for special pur-
poses, particularly for home orchards.

Solo. This variety is a cross of J. H.
Hale and Veteran and originated at the.
Research Station, Summerland, B. C.
It was named and introduced in 1949.
Solo matures approximately with Val-
iant and Veteran or about 10 days be-
fore Elberta. The tree is of medium
size, spreading shape, and desirable
habit. Solo produces heavy annual
crops and requires heavy thinning.
Blossoms are large and light pink.
Fruit is large, well-colored, yellow
fleshed, firm, practically free St One,
juicy, and good in quality. It has an
exceptionally long picking range, re-
maining firm and hanging well on the
tree for several days after reaching
maturity. It is easy to pick and handle
without bruising, and the fruit handles
easily during processing. It is firm, me-
chum in texture, and high in quality in
both canned and frozen packs.

Blake. This 1953 introduction from
the New Jersey Experiment Station is
a hybrid involving J. H. Hale, Prim-
rose, Belle, and Elberta parentage. It
ripens 3 to 4 days before standard El-
berta. The tree is medium sized, more
vigorous than J. H. Hale, and very
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productive. Fruit is large and round,
yellow fleshed, very firm, and fully
freestone. It has very short and very
soft pubescence and is three-quarters
covered with an attractive bright red
over yellow. The fruit hangs well and
stays firm for 3 to 5 days after the
ground color changes to yellow. Blake
is an excellent peach which ripens, un-
fortunately, almost with Early Elberta,
and hence may not find acceptance due
to the established fine reputation of the
latter variety.

Under adverse blooming conditions
Blake has been a moderately light crop-
per here and seems to be tender in bud.
Though a tender-skinned variety,
Blake handles easily in processing but
lacks a good peach flavor. The pits are
firm and do not split. Fresh fruit is as-
tringent in taste. Color and texture of
the processed fruit are good, although
flavor is only fair.

Hale Harrison Brilliant (U. S.
Patent 8l4). This variety was dis-
covered as a seedling tree in Virginia.
The tree is very vigorous and as pro-
ductive as Elberta. The fruit ripens
with or slightly before Elberta. It is a
very large peach, similar to Elberta in
shape, freestone, and with very attrac-
tive predominantly yellow skin color.
Fruit is nearly fuzzless and usually
larger than Elberta. Flower buds are
hardy to low winter temperatures. The
fruit handles fairly well during proc-
essing. The flesh is ragged, coarse, soft,
fibrous, and dull in color. This variety
has a good flavor when canned and
frozen, but it rates low in almost all
other qualities.

Jefferson. This new variety, re-
cently introduced by the Virginia Ex-
periment Station, is a seedling of J. H.
Hale x Valiant. It ripens about 3 days
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HALE HARRISON BRILLIANT

JEFFERSON

after Elberta or about September 3.
The tree grows vigorously in the nur-
sery and orchard. It produces a heavy
set of fruit buds which appear to be
very frost hardy. The round fruit
somewhat similar to J. H. Hale is
likewise very attractive but lacks the
large size of Hale. Usually the fruits
are above average in size with excep-
tional firmness of flesh, fine texture,
and good flavor and quality. They are
freestone with some red coloring
around the pit.



MERRILL 49'er

ALAMAR

Merrill 49'er. This variety was
originated in California by Grant Mer-
rill as an open-pollinated seedling of
J. H. Hale. It was introduced in 1950.
The tree is an upright grower, vigor-
ous and annually productive. Fruit is
large, uniform, free of split pits, and
freestone. It ripens 2 to 3 days be-
fore J. H. Hale at Corvallis and Med-
ford. It is similar to J. H. Hale in flesh
color and skin color, but it is more oval
in shape rather than distinctly round.
It appears promising because of its

firm fruit with fine texture, freedom
from split pits, large size, and fertile
pal len.

Alamar (U. S. Patent #930). Ala-
mar originated as a seedling of un-
known origin in Winters, California,
and was introduced commercially in
1949. The tree is vigorous and produc-
tive, notably more so than J. H. Hale.
Fruit is large, uniform, round, and
highly attractive. Flesh is firm, finely
textured, yellow, and very flavorful.
The pit is small and a true frcestone.
It ripens 2 to 3 days later than J. H.
Hale. It can be picked earlier because
of its brilliant red color. It has fine
shipping characteristics, does not
bruise easily, and shows almost none
of the split pitting and fruit cracking
tendencies of J. H. Hale. The trees set
a moderate crop when adequately poi-
linated. Alamar is pollen sterile. This
variety is exceptionally promising and
may replace J. H. Hale. The fruit
handles well, has no split pits, is firm,
and has a fine texture when processed.
This peach is ideal as a processing va-
riety because the prepared fruit holds
its shape and texture well after proc-
essing.

Sunapee. This variety originated as
a cross of Oriole x P. I. No. 104315
at the New Hampshire Experiment
Station. It was introduced in 1955 be-
cause of its extreme winter hardiness.
This is a yellow colored freestone
peach of moderate quality for areas
where low winter temperatures pro-
hibit the growing of most varieties.
The flesh is yellow, flavorful, sweet,
and juicy; it rates as good in over-all
fresh quality. Sunapee ripens the first
week in September just after J. H.
Hale.
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Admiral Dewey Hales Early Prairie Clipper
Afterglow Halberta Prairie Daybreak
Alexander Hardee Prairie Rambler
Alton Hardy-Berta Prairie Rose
Ambergem Ideal Prairie Schooner
Babcock Indian Blood Cling Prairie Sunrise
Belle of Georgia Jerseyland Radiance
Buttercup July Gold Raritan Rose
Candoka July Hale Redcrest
Carman July Heath Redelberta
Champion Kaihaven Red Rose
Corvallis Laterose Rochester
Double Pink Late Crawford Slappey
Early Crawford Late Elberta Southhaven
Early East Late Gold Starking Delicious
Early Rochester Lawrence Summercrest
Early Charlotte Lovell Sunbeam
Fair Beauty Massasoit Sure Crop
Fertile Hale Mayflower Valiant
Fisher Maygold Valigold
Early Red Bird Merrill June Vanguard
Foster Mikado Vedette
Giant Freestorie Muir Veefreeze
Gold Dust Nectar Viceroy
Goldeneast Newday Vimy
Golden Globe Oriole White Hale
Golden Jubilee Pacemaker Wildrose
Gold Ray Primrose World's Earliest

* Varieties in this group are not suggested for planting in Oregon except for special pur-
poses and should be dropped from the Oregon peach variety list. Some of them may have spe-
cial qualities, but in general they are inferior to newer varieties of the same season.
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Guide for Selecting Peach Varieties for the Home Orchard*

Early varieties: Collins July 15 Fresh
Earlired July 15 Fresh
Tulip July 20 Fresh
Cardinal July 22 Fresh
Redhaven Aug. 5-10 Fresh, can, freeze

Midseason: Rochester Aug. 12 Fresh
Western Pride Aug. 14 Fresh
July Elberta Aug. 17 Fresh, can, freeze
Veteran Aug. 20 Fresh

Late varieties: Early Elberta Aug. 26 Fresh, can, freeze
Elberta Sept. 1 Fresh, can, freeze
Jefferson Sept. 2 Fresh, can, freeze
Alamar Sept. 5 Fresh, can, freeze

* These varieties are suitable for the home orchard because of dependability and produc-
tiveness. They all have fine fresh fruit quality and many are very acceptable for canning
and freezing. No peaches are resistant to major disease and insect problems. These varieties
represent those which are not excessively susceptible and which will bear with moderate
care. They have been thoroughly tested in Oregon and will do well where the climate and
environment are suitable for peach growing.

Varieties With Ability to Set Fruit Under Adverse Conditions*
Arp Beauty Jefferson Triogem
Cardinal July Elberta Vedette
Early Elberta Loring Veteran
Envoy Redhaven Viceroy
Fairhaven Redskin Washington
Fisher Rochester Western Pride

Royalvee

* in some fruit growing areas of Oregon, particularly the Willamette and Hood River
valleys, adverse weather conditions at the bloom period consisting of lw temperatures or
persistent cold rains, in some seasons, may limit the fruit set on many varieties by interfering
with pollination. Data recorded over a 15-year period at Corvallis indicate that the varieties
above are more tolerant of such conditions and hence are more likely to produce a crop.
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Peach Varieties for Processing

Sixty or more varieties and selec-
tions of peaches have been evaluated
for quality by canning and freezing
during the last six years. Many of
these have been processed for two or
more years, while a large number have
been processed for only one year due
to characteristics that make them un-
suitable for processing.

These varieties ripen over a 6-week
period or longer, a factor that demands
special consideration since processing
schedules have to be met. Early matur-
ing varieties have not gained much
favor for processing.

Peaches for processing were har-
vested in the "hard-ripe" stage of ma-
turity. At this stage, three to five days
were required to ripen the fruit at 70
to 750 F. Degree of ripeness was de-
termined by external and internal
color, ease of pit removal, and flavor
development. Individual varieties
tended to vary from year to year in
over-all quality because of maturity,
load on the tree, fertilizer level, water
level, and other field factors. These
field factors affected internal and ex-
ternal color, size, yield, firmness, and
chemical composition.

A number of the chemical constitu-
ents in fresh peaches provide informa-
tion about the quality of processed
peaches. Varieties with high soluble
and total solids require less sugar to
sweeten to the proper level of accept-
ance of canned or frozen peaches, al-
though soluble solids do not necessarily
relate directly to quality when compar-
ing a large number of varieties. In a
given variety, however, soluble solids
is a good estimate of quality.

There was a range in soluble solids
from 8.2 to 15.2% in 25 of the va-
rieties (Table 1). Acid content showed
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a variation of 0.38 to 0.77%. This
represents a wide range of flavor pos-
sibilities from bland and mild to rich
and tart. If these differences were re-
flected in a single variety or a few va-
rieties, a definite relationship to qual-
ity after processing would be found.
However, in the comparison of 25 va-
rieties there were a few exceptions that
did not follow the trend of high soluble
solids = high quality.

Since acidity and soluble solids
(mostly sugars) go hand in hand in
quality acceptance, the sugar-acid ratio
is a measure of quality. Fresh peaches
with a ratio of 18:1 to 22:1 were the
most acceptable. Peaches rith higher
ratios were too bland, while peaches
with lower ratios were too tart. The
fresh peach data (Table 1) were help-
ful in further defining differences ob-
tained between varieties after proc-
essing.

Tannic acid, which is a measure of
the astringency of fruits, represents
part of the flavor of peaches. This
component varied from year to year
and was dependent upon a number of
field factors which have been men-
tioned earlier. Tannic acid content
reaches a maximum at the "hard ripe"
stage and does not change significantly
after harvest. Therefore, differences in
tannic acid content were characteristic
of certain varieties (Table 1). The va-
rieties Saturn and Dixired contained
the largest amounts of tannic acid. Low
soluble solids tended to be related to
low tannic acid content.

After storage for six months the
canned and frozen peaches were an-
alyzed for color and firmness (Table
2). Drained weight was recorded prior
to measuring the color and firmness.
Color was determined by a Hunter
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Table 1. Composition of fresh peaches at time of processing (1961)

Variety
Harvest

date

Soluble
solids
(Brix)

Total
solids

Total
acids

as citric

Brix-
acid
ratio

Querci-
tannic
acid

% %
Redcap 7-24 9.7 10.3 0.38 26:1 0.026
Dixired 7-24 9.6 11.5 0.41 23:1 0.110
Cardinal 7-24 10.7 11.4 0.41 26:1 0.043
Tulip 7-24 9.9 10.6 0.46 22:1 0.035
Sornervee 7-24 11.6 12.7 0.61 19:1 0.058
Maygold 7-24 10.0 10.5 0.38 26:1 0.054
Sunhaven 7-26 9.8 10.1 0.51 19:1 0.045
Ranger 8-2 11.7 12.8 0.64 18:1 0.080
Shinn's
Delicious 8-2 11.4 12.7 0.71 16:1 0.051

Coronet 8-3 15.2 16.5 0.51 30:1 0.058
Dixigem 8-3 11.9 13.2 0.63 19:1 0.064
Royalvee 8-6 13.0 14.3 0.51 26:1 0.052
Keystone 8-9 14.3 15.4 0.61 23 :1 0.076
Spotlight 8-11 8.2 8.9 0.43 19:1 0.031
Richhaveri 8-14 12.7 13.9 0.77 16:1 0.075
Kimbo 8-15 13.7 14.2 0.61 22:1 0.052
Redglobe 8-16 12.2 13.6 0.45 27:1 0.066
Washington 8-16 12.4 13.3 0.57 22:1 0.052
FV-20 8-16 11.2 12.5 0.41 27:1 0.045
Sunhigh 8-18 10.2 11.2 0.47 22:1 0.047
July Elberta 8-22 12.0 13.0 0.43 28:1 0.051
FV-9-93 8-22 8.7 9.6 0.45 19:1 0.051
Saturn 8-24 14.3 15.8 0.75 19:1 0.105
J. H. Hale 9-1 10.3 11.3 0.52 20:1 0.048
Merrill 49'er 9-1 11.1 12.0 0.69 16:1 0.043



color and color difference meter, using
the SBC maize plaque as a standard.
This instrumental measure of color de-
fines more closely the color that was
rated as best by the taste panel. Taste
panel scores in Table 3 were obtained
from the scores of 24 panelists rating
quality factors on a nine point hedonic
scale from 1--dislike extremely to 9
like extremely.

In canned peaches (Table 2), varie-
ties that had an "L" value (reflect-
ance) of 45 to 46 and an "a" value of
5 to 6 were rated as best by the panel.
A high "L" value plus high "a" value
was indicative of the best color in
frozen peaches (Table 2). These color
values describe dullness or brightness
as well as darkness or lightness of a
peach color. For example, the low "L"
value of the variety Somervee in both
canned and frozen packs denotes dark-
ness. In the frozen pack the high "a"
value represents dullness or discolor-
ation.

Firmness, as obtained by the shear-
press, represents maximum force to
shear a sample and the work per-
formed in shearing a sample. These
values did not relate directly to texture
due to other factors. A good texture
according to the panel was one that
was firm, smooth, and fiberless. A uni-
formly firm variety such as Alamar,
which did not show any fibrousness
and raggedness when processed, scored
high on texture in both canned and
frozen peaches. On the other hand, the
variety Spotlight was only medium in
firmness, yet scored high in texture
since it was smooth and fiberless. It
appears that smoothness, fibrousness,
and raggedness in fresh peaches were
the most important factors for pre-
dicting texture in processed peaches.

Flavor scores reflected by the panel
(Table 3) did not relate directly to
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laboratory tests on fresh peaches be-
cause of the preference of individuals
for either more mild or more tart taste
in peaches. Many tasters prefer an as-
tringent peach flavor as in Richhaven,
Saturn, and Keystone (Table 1).
These varieties also were more acid
than the average. The variety Spot-
light had low soluble solids and acid
content which made it a mild, bland
fresh peach in flavor. As a canned
and frozen product this variety rated
above average in flavor, indicating that
the flavor was quite acceptable when
sugar was added.

There are many factors to consider
when a new peach variety is recom-
mended for trial by growers, either for
home canning and freezing or for com-
mercial processing. Throughout this
bulletin some of these factors have
been presented in an attempt to define
differences between varieties. Early
and late maturing varieties appear to
be destined for either the fresh mar-
ket or for home canning and freezing.
Varieties that matured before August
1 did not rate as high when processed
as varieties that matured during the
first three weeks of August. Most
newer varieties that were tested ma-
tured earlier than Elberta and J. H.
Hale.

From the standpoint of quality
studies that have been conducted to
date, the varieties Spotlight, Coronet,
Shinn's Delicious, Solo, and Alamar
have shown the most outstanding proc-
essing characteristics of any of the
newer varieties. In most instances,
Early Elberta and J. H. Hale have
been equal in quality to any of these
newer varieties. Therefore, a combina-
tion of field and processing characteris-
tics ultimately should be used in as-
sessing these newer varieties for proc-
essing.



Table 2. Objective measurement of color and firmness of peaches

SEC 35-maize standard.
12 ounces per can original weight.
10 ounces per carton original weight.

Shear-press
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Variety Hunter color value1
Drained
weight

Maximum
force

to shear

Work
performed
on sample

CANNED2
02. lbs. force lbs.

Royalvee 46.0 6.8 24.8 11.6 38.4 45.6
Maygold 45.6 1.9 23.3 10.8 38.6 48.0
Sunhigh 46.5 6.1 24.9 11.0 25.8 42.4
Tulip 45.7 2.2 22.8 11.3 31.8 36.2
Redcap 45.2 3.0 22.8 11.4 45.4 61.6
Spotlight 46.3 5.6 25.8 11.0 30.0 49.4
Alamar 45.3 9.5 24.8 11.9 80.0 90.8
Ranger 47.8 4.3 24.4 11.4 41.0 58.0
Somervee 40.1 2.1 18.8 11.1 21.0 36.0
Shinn's
Delicious 45.0 6.3 24.1 11.8 30.6 42.0

Richhaven 52.3 7.8 28.6 11.7 28.6 45.0

FROZEN3
Royalvee 49.4 15.8 27.7 9.8 56.0 48.0
Maygold 45.0 14.2 21.1 8.8 68.0 47.0
Sunhigh 49.9 9.1 26.3 9.2 53.0 44.8
Tulip 41.6 14.7 20.9 9.0 53.0 47.4
Redcap 42.7 15.1 21.5 8.9 72.0 61.2
Spotlight 51.9 7.4 29.1 9.3 40.0 53.0
Alarnar 45.8 16.9 23.9 10.0 56.0 105.4
Ranger 51.7 12.1 27.3 10.0 70.0 78.0
Somervee 39.2 20.0 19.3 9.5 55.0 55.8
Shinn's
Delicious 42.4 14.6 21.9 9.8 102.0 82.0

Richhaven 42.4 21.6 22.1 9.0 76.0 58.0
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Table 3. Evaluation of quality of processed peaches

CANNED FROZEN

Variety
Appear-

Taste Texture Color ance
Appear-

Taste Texture Color ance

Spotlight 7.0 7.5 7.4 7.8 6.8 7.6 8.1 8.4

Royalvee 7.8 7.2 7.3 6.6 5.9 5.0 7.2 6.3

Coronet 7.9 7.4 6.2 6.5 7.2 6.4 7.1 7.0

Redglobe 6.8 6.8 5.7 5.1 6.8 6.0 5.6 5.7

Redcap 6.4 5.7 7.0 7.2 5.9 6.3 6.4 5.6

Sunhigh 7.5 7.2 7.8 7.9 6.5 6.4 5.6 5.2

Tulip 6.7 4.8 5.6 5.5 5.6 5.5 5.6 4.4

Ranger 6.2 6.7 6.8 7.1 5.5 6.3 5.4 5.5

FV-9-93 6.9 7.5 7.9 7.7 6.5 6.4 7.8 7.6

Somervee 6.1 5.7 6.2 6.3 5.8 6.1 5.4 5.8

Shinn's
Delicious 7.7 7.8 7.8 7.7 6.0 4.8 6.5 6.3

Maygold 6.9 4.8 7.2 6.4 6.8 5.7 6.5 6.4

Richhaven 5.2 5.9 5.8 6.2 5.8 4.9 4.8 4.8
FV-20 5.9 6.5 6.7 6.3 6.7 6.1 7.5 8.0

Keystone . 7.0 6.6 7.1 7.1

Alamar 7.4 7.4 5.1 6.3 5.3 6.3 7.7 8.2
Elberta 7.4 7.3 6.0 5.8 6.2 6.8 8.1 8.3

Blake 5.8 6.6 7.1 7.4 5.3 6.4 7.3 7.2

Solo 7.1 7.3 7.8 7.4 7.1 7.1 6.3 5.7

Fairhaven 7.2 6.9 7.0 7.2 6.9 6.4 5.8 6.0

Hale
Harrison's
Brilliant 5.8 6.3 5.1 4.4 6.1 5.0 5.0 4.2

Valigold 7.2 6.4 7.0 7.1 5.6 6.4 7.4 7.4


